dealing must first fall into one of the enumerated purposes (first stage) before the six factor test can be considered (second stage). Prior to 2012, the purposes were limited to research, private study, criticism, review, and news reporting. It was unclear whether common educational practices such as multiple copies for classroom use (which is an explicitly permitted purpose under American fair use) would pass the first stage of the fair dealing analysis. Educational administrators, then, were cautious in allowing this type of copying to take place in colleges and universities without the safety net of a blanket agreement with copyright owners. 4 The effect of the Copyright Pentalogy and legislative amendments has essentially been to broaden the scope of fair dealing. In this paper I argue that in fact fair dealing is now broader in scope than fair use, at least with respect to the education and library sectors, in that a potential defendant has a lesser burden to overcome in a fair dealing analysis.
In Part I I give a brief and general overview of copyright in Canada and the United States. In Part II I compare the legislation and jurisprudence specifically with respect to fair dealing and fair use, using the fairness factors as a guide. Specifically, this part will examine differences with respect to the fairness factors in general, transformativity, amount and substantiality, market harm and licences, and institutional practice and policy. Part III is a discussion of the advocacy efforts of Canadian and American educational and library professional associations and the development of best practices and guidelines. I conclude that colleges and universities in Canada may now confidently develop copyright policies that reflect the rights of users, but educational administrators and associations in Canada are lagging behind their American counterparts in leveraging this opportunity. 4 Samuel Trosow, "Bill C-32 and the Educational Sector: Overcoming Impediments to Fair Dealing" in Michael Geist, ed., From "Radical Extremism" to "Balanced Copyright": Canadian Copyright and the Digital Agenda (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2010) 541 at 546, online: Irwin Law <http://www.irwinlaw.com/pages/content-commons/billc-32-and-the-educational-sector--overcoming-impediments-to-fair-dealing---samuel-e-trosow>. characterization has been said to be similar to the American policy foundation of encouraging innovation.
11
Then in CCH the Court took the analysis a step further: not only does the user (and by extension, the public) have an interest to be considered in copyright law, she has a right to deal with a copyrighted work in certain ways, and not only because she may own a physical copy of the work.
12 This right -represented by fair dealing and other exceptions -is an "integral part" of the Copyright Act. 13 As such, limitations on owners' exclusive rights "must not be interpreted restrictively." 14 Alberta and SOCAN provided further support to this characterization, declaring that the purpose of the dealing must be looked at from the perspective of the end user who is taking advantage of her right.
15
American copyright has also been characterized as having a balancing effect. The House of
Representatives report addressing the proposed fair use provision in 1976 stated that "it is the intent of this legislation to provide an appropriate balancing of the rights of creators, and the needs of users." 16 However, the balancing itself is instrumental to the goal of the public good, and a maximalist approach -in which protection of owners' rights is strengthened -may well serve this ultimate goal in certain circumstances. Teresa Scassa points out: "For example, if society would benefit economically from a strongly competitive digital economy, then the interests of society might be best served by a very robust copyright system that strongly favours the rights of owners of copyright." 17 In Canadian copyright law, on the other hand, the rights of the user are integral to the copyright scheme; the balance is not between owners' rights on the one hand and users' needs on the other, but between two sets of rights. Benefit to the public can only come from acknowledging that the use of copyrighted works is equally as important as their protection, 18 since authors are also consumers of works, and users can also be creators, and these dual roles reflect the "intertextuality of creation". 19 This is especially true for purposes such as parody and satire, where the original work is directly incorporated into the new one, and for research and education, where "creators" and "users" are engaged in a continuous exchange of knowledge.
20
The representation of fair dealing and other exceptions as users' rights by the Supreme Court is not mere rhetoric. Evidence of its effect can be found elsewhere in Canadian copyright law and jurisprudence, which I will discuss in detail in Part II, demonstrating that Canadian fair dealing post-Pentalogy is in many ways broader in scope than American fair dealing.
PART II -Comparison of fair dealing and fair use

II.1 -Fairness purposes
Traditionally, fair use was considered to be more expansive in scope than fair dealing, primarily because the U.S. Copyright Act does not limit the purposes to which a fair use can be put Man" character on protest pamphlets was not fair dealing, because parody was not an enumerated purpose and could not be considered a form of criticism, as purposes are to be read literally and restrictively.
22
The ratio of CCH, on the other hand, established the principle that the purposes in the first part of the fair dealing test (whether the dealing is for an enumerated purpose) were to be given a "large and liberal interpretation" in keeping with the notion of users' rights. 23 Some commentators have noted the apparent convergence of the scope of fair use and fair dealing purposes subsequent to the CCH decision, 24 although there had been worry that the enumerated purposes were still not broad enough to encompass emerging practices based on new technology.
25
The Court in Alberta reiterated the idea of a large and liberal interpretation when it concluded that the research or private study purpose was broad enough to encompass copies of excerpts made for students on the initiative of the teacher, because it is the student who is the end user, and thus it is the student's purpose that is under consideration: "The teacher/copier therefore shares a symbiotic purpose with the student/user who is engaging in research or private study."
Likewise, in SOCAN, the Court said, "In mandating a generous interpretation of the fair dealing purposes, including 'research', the Court in CCH created a relatively low threshold for the first step so that the analytical heavy-hitting is done in determining whether the dealing was fair."
27
In response to the federal government's public copyright consultation process in 2009, a number of submitters recommended that the fair dealing provision be made more flexible by the addition of "such as" to the list of fair dealing purposes, much like American fair use. 28 While Parliament did not make this particular change, it did add "education, parody or satire" to the list of enumerated purposes.
After the Copyright Pentalogy decisions were issued, and the statutory amendments in force, Michael Geist wrote that "The Court's fair dealing analysis, when coupled with Bill C-11's statutory reforms, may have effectively turned the Canadian fair dealing clause into a fair use provision." 29 A dealing for the purpose of education will inevitably pass the first part of the fair dealing test, just as it would be considered an acceptable purpose in fair use. Of course, the dealing must still be adjudged to be "fair" as per the several factors, and it is this subject that is addressed in the following sections. 3. The amount of the dealing.
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.
4. Alternatives to the dealing. No fair use equivalent, but parts of factor 4 have some relevance as to alternatives (specifically, the availability of a licence).
5. Whether or not the particular structural approach to the fairness factors differs significantly between the two jurisdictions, the judicial interpretation of the factors can be shown to reflect a more pro-user tendency in Canadian fair dealing than in American fair use.
II.3 -Transformativity
Transformativity -the extent to which the use or dealing alters the nature of the original work or its utility -is an element of the first fair use factor (the purpose and character of the use). It is also sometimes known as a "productive use", in that it produces something beyond or in addition to the original work itself, rather than simply being a straight copy. It has been said that transformativity is the most important element of the first factor, 42 where the Supreme Court cautioned against trying to draw a bright line between "productive"
and "non-productive" uses, and rather placed the focus on the economic effect of the copying (the fourth factor).
49
The level of importance of transformativity in Canada is arguably lower than it is in the United incorporation of an existing work in the creation of a new one, subject to certain requirements.
53
While fair dealing is always available, 54 it can be argued that the existence of a separate exception for "more transformative" works is an indication that "less transformative" works would be more likely in Canada than in the U.S. to be considered fair, at least in non-commercial contexts such as education and library services.
This reduced emphasis on transformativity may also be a reflection of the conceptualization of fair dealing as a user's right rather than a narrowly-construed justification, in that the user is not necessarily required to "do" anything to the work (or as the court in Texaco might put it, "generate value") in order to be entitled to deal with it. This is especially relevant for educational uses, which are, in most cases, "straight copying" of excerpts (for class handouts, supplemental readings, or course packs) rather than directly transformative.
II.4 -Amount and substantiality
As noted above, in fair use, the level of transformativity (being the character of the use) and the amount of the work used can be placed in relation to one another. In Georgia State, the low level of transformativity means that the amount used must be correspondingly low. The particular uses that happened to adhere to the Court's ad-hoc specifications were adjudged to be fair. By contrast, in Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust (HathiTrust), entire works were copied, but the character of the use was highly transformative, and the use was deemed to be fair. 55 In Texaco, journal articles were considered to be separate works with individual copyrights, which weighed against fairness. (Again, in Sony, entire works in the form of television programmes were copied, but the Court lent more significance to the lack of economic harm to the copyright owners.) 53 In Canada, although there is no apparent significance to the transformativity factor, there is a relationship between the amount of the dealing and the purpose of the dealing. For example, where the purpose is research or private study (or, presumably, education), it may be fair to copy an entire academic article, whereas a dealing for the purpose of criticism or review would be more likely to be fair if only a small part of the work is duplicated.
56
However, there is little guidance as to what proportion of a work is fair under what purpose. In CCH, the copying at issue was for research purposes and was generally of law review articles, parts of monographs, and annotated cases and legislation. However, because the Great Library's copying policy 57 was considered fair, the Court determined that there was no need to examine each individual instance of copying via the six factors.
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In SOCAN, the Supreme Court agreed with the Copyright Board's characterization of a 30-second preview as a "modest dealing" when compared with a four minute song.
Neither the Supreme Court decision in Alberta, the Federal Court of Appeal Decision, nor the Copyright Board's tariff reasons stated the actual proportions of the textbooks that were copied (i.e. the length of the excerpts); this is because the issue primarily turned on whether the copies were for an allowable purpose (the first step of the fair dealing test). The Copyright Board merely noted that the teachers copied "relatively short excerpts" from the works.
59
Access Copyright's recent copyright infringement suit against York University, if it goes to the courts, may provide guidance for educational institutions. Access Copyright claims that York's 56 CCH, supra note 2 at para. 56. 57 The Great Library's policy indicated that requests for more than five percent of a secondary source, or more than two articles from a volume, may be refused at the discretion of a reference librarian. 58 The role of internal policy is discussed further at Section II.6, infra. Besides the transformativity consideration, both fair dealing and fair use appear to be in agreement on the notion that fairness is more likely when the quantity or proportion of the work copied is no more than is necessary for the particular purpose. However, there is a variance in interpretations of the significance of an excerpt's quality or importance to the work.
Canadian courts have so far not considered qualitative issues directly in fair dealing analysis. In several cases, including Michelin and Théberge, the courts indicated that a copyright owner's exclusive rights (as listed in s. 3(1) of the Copyright Act) include the right to copy a "substantial part" of the work, and that substantiality must be considered in terms of both quantity and quality. 61 However, these discussions relate to whether or not the copyright owner's rights have been engaged at all (i.e. whether a need for further analysis is triggered), and not to the amount taken in the context of a fair dealing analysis.
In CCH, it was acknowledged that both quantity and quality of the dealing in relation to the whole work are considerations in fair dealing, but a quality analysis was not applied to the particular copying in question. In SOCAN, the Supreme Court pointed out that the sound quality weighs against the defendant in fairness factor three, then essentially any reproduction is unfair to some degree from the outset.
66
There is no such presumption in Canadian fair dealing law; given the Supreme Court's description of fair dealing as a user's right, it would be difficult to imagine a court accepting the absurd claim that the very exercise of this right means that it is less likely to apply.
II.5 -Market harm and licences
In There is yet no Canadian equivalent of the market harm test, and it is doubtful that Canadian courts would endorse it. In both Alberta and SOCAN the Court dismissed the argument that aggregate use would make the dealing unfair: "Since fair dealing is a 'user's' right, the 'amount of the dealing' factor should be assessed based on the individual use, not the amount of dealing in the aggregate." 72 Although this statement is made in the context of the third factor (amount of the dealing) rather than the sixth (market effect), the same reasoning could be applied in response
to an argument that widespread use might cause substantial market harm. If fair dealing is the right of the user, and not simply a privilege or benefit to the public in general, it should not matter how many individual users take advantage of it. A right does not become less of a right when many people reap its benefits.
A second significant difference between the Canadian and American approaches to the market effect factor is the relevance of a permission licensing scheme (although in a fair dealing analysis, this consideration falls under factor four, alternatives to the dealing). In short, the availability of a licence is relevant to a fair use analysis, but is not relevant to a fair dealing analysis. In Canada, the availability of licence, even at reasonable terms, is not considered at all. The Supreme Court in CCH said:
The availability of a licence is not relevant to deciding whether a dealing has been fair. As discussed, fair dealing is an integral part of the scheme of copyright law in Canada. Any act falling within the fair dealing exception will not infringe copyright. If a copyright owner were allowed to license people to use its work and then point to a person's decision not to obtain a licence as proof that his or her dealings were not fair, this would extend the scope of the owner's monopoly over the use of his or her work in a manner that would not be consistent with the Copyright Act's balance between owner's rights and user's interests.
79
Justice Merritt expresses a similar concern in his dissent in Princeton: "It is also wrong to measure the amount of economic harm to the publishers by loss of a presumed license fee -a criterion that assumes that the publishers have the right to collect such fees in all cases where the user copies any portion of published works." 80 While copyright owners certainly do have a right 77 ibid. at 1363. 78 Note also that in each of these cases the use was considered to be transformative. 79 supra note 2 at para. 70. 80 supra note 63 at para. 85.
to collect licence fees for certain uses of their work, when there are free uses explicitly permitted in the legislation, there must be limits on what kinds of uses they may seek payment for.
Otherwise, the doctrines of fair dealing and fair use would be weakened based solely on the decision of copyright owners to offer licences for any and all extracts. If the doctrines arose primarily because it was too difficult to extract payment for all uses of the work, then a convenient licensing scheme would tend to negate its significance. However, fair dealing and fair use exist as a counterbalance to exclusive rights in order to encourage cultural and scholarly progress.
Copyright owners may, of course, offer licences for any possible use of the work, no matter the amount. The Copyright Clearance Center acknowledges that their fees are "net of fair use", meaning that they do not take the exception into account. 81 This means that they will offer a licence for a use that could otherwise clearly be fair, or charge a per-page fee that does not subtract the portion that would be fair use. They will even calculate and accept payment for minuscule extracts. For example, the cost for permission to photocopy a single page (or 0.08 percent) of the textbook Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research (3rd ed.) for distribution to one student is US$3.64 (not including sales tax).
Similarly, Access Copyright's web site includes a pricing schedule for transactional licences.
The minimum charge is CD$5.00 plus applicable sales tax, so permission to copy a one page of a book in Access Copyright's repertoire, for use by one student, would cost CD$5.65 in Ontario. It is interesting to note, then, that a fair use analysis will consider potential market harm should unlicensed use become a widespread practice, but does not take into account the revenues earned from licences for uses that may clearly be fair and thus do not require payment at all. In a fair dealing analysis, on the other hand, neither "widespread use" nor licence availability are considered.
II.6 -Institutional practice and internal policy
The market harm test in fair use looks at the possibility of a use becoming widespread, and whether this would lead to substantial harm to the market for the work or for permissions. On the flip side, the existing practices within a given sector (such as the post-secondary educational sector, or the commercial copy shop industry) may be taken into consideration. In the most recent case involving fair use in education, Georgia State, the defendants relied in part on their updated copyright policy and fair use checklist. 88 The District Court did not consider these documents in its analysis of the four factors (or in any of the additional factors).
Instead, the policy was addressed only insomuch as it was said to have caused infringements because it did not limit copying to "decidedly small excerpts" or provide guidance on determining likely market effect. 89 The defendants also submitted evidence describing the copyright policies of other universities as compared to its own (in that other policies are more "liberal"), but the Court did not give any weight to the evidence because without explicit judicial 86 Crews, supra note 40 at 661-663. 87 supra note 37 at 1234. 88 These documents can be found at the University System of Georgia web site: http://www.usg.edu/copyright. 89 supra, note 37 at 1363.
guidance regarding the extent of fair use in non-profit educational settings, the schools (including Georgia State) were merely "guessing".
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In a fair dealing analysis, the defendant's internal policies may be considered in lieu of showing that each individual dealing was fair, which was one of the bases of the Canadian Supreme
Court's decision in CCH: "This raises a preliminary question: is it incumbent on the Law Society to adduce evidence that every patron uses the material provided for in a fair dealing manner, or can the Law Society rely on its general practice to establish fair dealing? I conclude that the latter suffices."
91
Reasonable policies, therefore, carry more weight in favour of the user in fair dealing than they do in fair use.
II.7 -Conclusion: burden of proof
The burden of proof in a claim of fair dealing or fair use is on the defendant, as it is an affirmative defence. 92 However, this burden is lessened in fair dealing as compared to fair use, especially in educational and library contexts, if one considers the arguments in the preceding sections.
In Canada, the level of transformativity of the dealing is not given great significance. The defendant does not have to show that she has "added value" to the excerpt by incorporating it directly into a new work or using it for a new purpose. There is no requirement that the excerpt be smaller in proportion to the whole work in a non-transformative use as compared to a transformative use. Similarly, there is no presumption in fair dealing that the qualitative value of the excerpt is significant simply because the user has chosen to copy it. The defendant, therefore, need not worry about rebutting it.
There seems to be more support in fair dealing jurisprudence that the onus to demonstrate negative market effect, in a practical sense, lies with the plaintiff. In CCH, while the Supreme Court acknowledged that the burden, procedurally speaking, is on the defendant, it also noted that the defendant did not have access to the plaintiff's financial information. The Court suggested that if there was evidence of such an effect, "it would have been in the publishers' interest to tender it at trial." 93 In Alberta, the Court interpreted this to mean that negative market effect due to the defendant's dealing with the works had not been demonstrated. 94 So, it appears that where there is no evidence tendered by either side in regards to market effect, the sixth fair dealing factor may simply not be taken into account.
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In the U.S., it is not entirely clear whose burden it is to demonstrate negative market effect or lack thereof. In some U. whoever has the evidence can sway the factor in their favour. 98 In Georgia State, which had to do with a non-commercial, educational use, the burden was on the defendant to show insubstantial market effect, and if there is a licence available, a substantial market effect is assumed.
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Even if the burden were strictly on the plaintiff, he may discharge it via the so-called market harm test, by showing on a preponderance of the evidence that widespread use of the sort at issue would lead to significant loss of revenues or likely revenues. There is no such test in a Canadian fair dealing analysis.
100
The availability of a licence, although not dispositive of fair use, tends to orient the fourth factor towards unfairness. The defendant may be able to negate this presumption by demonstrating that the cost of the licence is unreasonable, that the licensing process is unduly complicated or inconvenient, or that the plaintiff has already refused permission. 101 Such an effort is unnecessary for a defendant claiming fair dealing, since licences are not a relevant consideration in a fair dealing analysis.
Perhaps the most significant development in the law of fair dealing from the point of view of educational institutions and libraries is the Court's expansion of the role of internal policies. The Supreme Court has said that an institution does not have to show that each and every dealing made under its roof is fair; it suffices that the usual practice (which can be adduced by reference to an internal policy) can be considered instead. This means that if a university or library 98 supra, note 48 at 928. 99 supra, note 37 at 73, 75. 100 see Section II.5, supra. 101 Basic Books, supra note 63 at 1535: "[D]efendant's witnesses did not produce evidence which would explain why they could not seek and pay for permission to create these anthologies."
develops and makes available a reasonable and appropriate copyright policy, it is not necessary to gather evidence demonstrating that all copies are fair.
102
The differences in burden between fair dealing and fair use are not arbitrary; they reflect a fundamental variance in the overall conception of the purpose of the provisions. As the Court in CCH put it: "Procedurally, a defendant is required to prove that his or her dealing with a work has been fair; however, the fair dealing exception is perhaps more properly understood as an integral part of the Copyright Act than simply a defence." 103 Lessening the burden on the user ensures that fair dealing is given a broad and liberal interpretation, maintaining the balance that copyright represents. 104 If copyright is thought of not as a balance of rights but as an instrument for the progress of arts and sciences, then insofar as a restrictive view of exceptions to exclusive rights is necessary to achieve this objective, a defendant's burden of establishing fair use is correspondingly expanded.
PART III -Advocacy and best practices among administrators and associations
Fair dealing and fair use are complex doctrines, and the vast majority of users are not familiar with their existence, let alone their intricacies. 105 Fair dealing, fair use, and other exceptions cover a wealth of uses in the educational sector, but there remains among many administrators (moreso in Canada than in the U.S.) a sense that they need to be overly cautious lest they face a lawsuit for copyright infringement. This attitude of risk aversion leads them to sign blanket 102 D'Agostino, supra note 21 at 325. 103 supra note 2 at para. 48. licensing agreements that contain strict terms and vague reporting provisions and that provide little additional benefit to users. 106 Instead of promoting awareness of fair dealing and its integral role in copyright, this approach implies that it is to be relied upon only sparingly, and that it is better to be "safe" by getting permission than "sorry" by risking legal action. As discussed in Section II.6, supra, institutional practice may have an influence on the interpretation of fair dealing by the courts, so broad and consistent fair dealing policies and practice in post-secondary education and libraries could prevent weakening of user rights.
107
Fair dealing and fair use advocacy by professional library and education associations will help to ensure that the interests of these groups are represented in government policy. Furthermore, development by associations of best practices in copyright will provide guidance to administrators, instructors, and librarians in understanding and taking advantage of fair dealing or fair use.
III.1 -Advocacy
United States
Associations of educators and librarians in the U.S. are known for their activism on issues, including copyright, that affect the ability of universities and libraries to fulfill their objective of providing access to information. Like the AUCC, the ACCC had negotiated a model licence with Access Copyright that was subsequently entered into by several institutions. However, its own legal counsel has advised it that there is "little value" to signing the agreement. 
Alberta.
The Canadian Library Association (CLA), advised by its Copyright Advisory Committee, advocates on copyright issues that impact libraries and their patrons, and provides a "grassroots advocacy kit" for individuals and organizations. 124 The CLA has also made public statements in relation to Bill C-11 125 and filed an objection to the 2010 tariff application (though not the 2013 tariff application). 126 It has released a statement criticising Access Copyright's suit against York University, 127 but also characterized the negotiation of a model licence as a "welcome development" (in relation to the alternative of facing a tariff proceeding). 128 
Canada
In December 2010, Michael Geist wrote a blog post in which he suggested that best practices will "quickly emerge" if fair dealing were to be expanded to include education as an enumerated purpose. 139 Since then, both the AUCC and the CAUT have developed guidelines or model policies.
The AUCC guidelines were created in 2012; 140 they represent a significant revision of the previous copying guidelines of 2011. 141 The policy adds "education, parody and satire" as permissible fair dealing purposes (following the enactment of Bill C-11), and allows for the creation of print or digital course packs. However, there is less background and context provided in the revised policy. While the content of the guidelines can be found via a site search or Google search, there is no incoming link from the AUCC's web page itself.
The CAUT fair dealing guidelines, created in 2013, are incorporated into a longer document about copyright in general. 142 Unlike the AUCC policy, the CAUT guidelines provide more contextual information (such as the six fair dealing guidelines) and do not specify any particular limit or percentage that might be permissible. AUCC has never appeared comfortable with the copyright file. For years, its members paid millions to Access Copyright without giving it much thought. It was only after the collective sought a massive increase that it captured the attention of senior officials at Canadian universities, who began to question the value of the licence.
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In other words, it was business as usual until Access Copyright asked for more money.
In the same vein, because universities were accustomed to these licences and the convenience and indemnity that they supposedly provided (not to mention that the fees were paid by students directly), "very few [of them] developed any internal expertise on copyright or any internal mechanisms that would allow them to feel confident about operating without access copyright."
149
As noted above, Canadian associations have been less likely than American associations to involve themselves in third-party litigation as intervenors. One may argue that Canadian courts in general are less amenable to intervenors and amici curiae than are U.S. courts, and so blanket licencing agreements that provide little additional value. This course of action essentially disregards fair dealing or gives the impression that it is a last resort rather than a user's right.
Instead, university and library administrators must take fair dealing seriously and realize that it is not a mere concession of copyright owners. Its scope includes most of the copying that goes on in these institutions. Schools should have a clear, but not overly-restrictive fair dealing policy accompanied by sufficient background information about copyright to make it understandable.
153
These policies must be up-to-date and include a discussion of the fair dealing factors to provide guidance to users and allow them to make informed and confident decisions about whether their proposed use would be permissible. 154 D'Agostino argues that we need to convince people of a bottom-up approach, where best practices are developed by stakeholders (including authors) and those who have direct experience with various practices and outcomes.
155
Universities and colleges should institute a copyright office, centralized in the library, responsible for advising administrators on policy questions, assisting individual users, running workshops, and maintaining copyright information on the school's web page. This office would ideally be made up of a copyright expert and representatives from the library, faculty, and student body. Finally, professional associations must continue to advocate aggressively for the rights of users.
Advocacy includes intervening in litigation, making submissions to government, and developing model policies and best practices.
156
Fair dealing will continue to evolve along with technologies and practices, and administrators and associations must realize that they are a strong influence on the direction of this evolution.
Part V -Conclusion
Copyright is not, and never has been, about giving complete control over the use of works to the author or copyright owner. It has always been a balance of some kind, whether between owners' rights and the public interest, or between owners' rights and users' rights. Creative output is all to some degree derivative of what has come before. 157 The author is also a user, and the user may take parts of an author's work in order to create a new work, either directly or indirectly.
Canadian courts recognize that the user is an integral part of the dialogue, and therefore an integral part of copyright. Fair dealing and other exceptions are given a broad scope. In practical terms, this means that the burden of proof on the defendant is significantly reduced, particularly in the non-profit academic and library sector, as compared to American fair use: the defendant does not have to show that she has transformed the original work; she does not have to rebut a presumption of qualitative value in the chosen excerpt; she does not have to argue that dealing of the sort at issue will not cause significant reduction in the plaintiff's revenues; the availability of a licence does not weigh against her; and she may rely on an institutional policy as proof that the dealings are fair. Nonetheless, educational administrators in Canada are more likely than those in the U.S. to sign blanket licences under the impression of reduced liability. Professional associations are less likely than in the U.S. to involve themselves in fair dealing litigation as intervenors or amici curiae. Such risk-aversion and restraint may be due to custom and lack of preparedness. From this point they must take control of fair dealing with reasonable and appropriate policies, and promote the user-centric approach that has been accorded by the legislators and courts.
